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F٦EMr. Morrison wrote to Ben Gurion: “We understand from General Robertson’s report that the  

essential point of these conversations was a suggestion which you put forward at the meeting of 

February 21st, namely that United Kingdom – Israel relations should be established on such a basis 

that Israel would in an emergency act, and be treated by the United Kingdom, as if she was a member 

of the Commonwealth.”                                                                                                                             
Great Britain, Public Records Office (PRO), Prem 11/489:-  Foreign Office telegram No. 199 to Tel 

Avive; message from the Foreign Secretary , Mr. Morrison , to the Prime Minister of Israel David 

Ben Gurion. 22nd April, 1951.
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(PRO), Prem 11/489 : P.M./51/153; A. Eden’s brief to Sir W. Churchill about “ Anglo-Israel co-

operation in defence,”  22nd December, 1951. 
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F٧EMr. Morrison informed the Israeli prime minister that: “One of my first tasks  in assuming my new   

 office was to consider with my colleagues General Robertson’s report of the conversations which he 

and His Majesty’s Minister at Tel Aviv had with Your Excellency on February 19th and 21st”. (PRO), 

Prem 11/489:- Foreign Office telegram No. 199 to Tel Avive, 22nd April, 1951. 
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F٨EMr. Morrison stated in that letter that: “We feel that the best way   to begin it might be to establish

practical cooperation in the military field, since such cooperation will contribute at one and the same

time to the security of your country and to the safeguarding of our vital interests in the Middle East. 

It is, I think, implicit in what goes before that our earnest desire is to see a strong, prosperous and

peaceful Israel and to cooperate with its people both in peace and in resistance to the dangers which

threaten our countries. We for our part are fully prepared to do all we can to this end”. (PRO), Prem

11/489:-Foreign Office telegram No. 199 to Tel Avive, 22nd April, 1951
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F٩E(PRO), Prem 11/489: ER 1053/26; “ Record of conversation between the Secertary of State for Foreign 

Affair A. Eden and the Israeli Minister ,”  3rd  December, 1951. 
،אאאאא٣١٩٥١K 

and (PRO), Prem. 11/489:  “ Reply from Prime Minister of Israel (D. Ben Gurion ) to  message from the 

British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,” 28 th November, 1951.  
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F١٠E(PRO), Prem 11/489: ER 1053/26; 3rd December, 1951. 
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F١١E (PRO), Prem 11/489 : P.M./51/153; A. Eden’s brief to Sir W. Churchill , 22nd   December, 1951.  
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 F١٢ESir Anthony Eden said to Churchill: “But there is no reason why we should not collaborate with her

closely in the defense of the Middle East. The Chiefs of Staff have been considering the role that

Israel can play in the framework of our strategy.   The question arises whether the plans for an allied

Middle East Command affect the attitude we should adopt to Mr. Ben Gurion’s communication. I 

think not. If  Israel agrees to be associated with the Command, any arrangements we may meanwhile

have made with her could be adjusted accordingly. If she does not, we shall still require her military

cooperation. In either event we should gain time by starting discussions with her as soon as possible.”

(PRO), Prem 11/489 : P.M./51/153, 22nd December, 1951.
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 F١٣ESir W. Churchill commented to Sir Anthony Eden by saying “I welcome this line of advance and am in 

full agreement with the action you have taken.”  (PRO), Prem 11/489 : Sir W. Churrchill’s personal 

minute on A. Eden’s brief regarding “Anglo-Israel co-operation in defence”  27th December 1951.            
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 F١٤EIn this memorandum the Chiefs of Staff declared that:  “We wish within those limits to prepare, in 

conjunction with Israel, plans which will enable her in the event of war to take a useful part in the 

defence of the Middle East, both by making facilities available to our own forces and by a direct 

contribution- particularly in the air – to the Allied forces. As a result of Israeli proposals for closer 

co-operation with the United Kingdom, A Military Mission was sent to Israel in October 1952, with 

the approval of Her Majesty’s Ministers, to explore, without commitment to either side, how Israel  

could best collaborate with us in defence plans for the Middle East”. (PRO), Prem 11/489 : D(53)21; 

“Israel and Middle East defence – Discussions with the Americans”; Memorandum by the Chiefs of   

Staff, 26th March, 1953.                                                                                                                             
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  اإلسرائيلية الشروط
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F١٦EMr. Ben Gurion’s letter to Sir Anthony Eden in which  he said that: “while at the same time ensuring 

 our Primary needs- the integration of  immigrants. The development and security of our country and 

peace with our Arab neighbors. …… To enable us to play our part effectively, it will be necessary to 
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strengthen our industrial potential, to develop means of transport and communication (ports, airfields, 

roads and railways), to improve the training and equipment of our armed forces on land, sea and air, 

and to provide stocks of food and fuel.”. (PRO), Prem 11/489: D. Ben Gurion’s reply to Eden, 28th 

November 1951. 
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F١٧E Ernest Stock, Israel on the Road to Sinai 1949-1956 ( New York: Cornell University Press, 1967), 49-52. 
 F١٨E In that letter Mr Ben Gurion said that: “We are willing to do our share in safeguarding the common 

interests of our two countries and in promoting the aims of the free world in the Middle East and  

elsewhere.”  (PRO), Prem 11/489 : D. Ben Gurion’s reply to Eden, 28th November, 1951.                   
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 F١٩E   The Chiefs of Staff informed the Defence Committee that: “It has emerged, as the result of this mission, 

that Israel hopes to develop a balanced force which she would be prepared to deploy outside her borders, 
provided she were convinced that there was no danger of attack from the Arab States, and if she received 
the necessary military aid. She would also be prepared to grant us bases and other facilities in her territory, 
provided she were granted the financial assistance necessary for the development of these facilities.” (PRO), 
Prem 11/489 : D(53)21; Memorandum by the Chiefs of Staff, 26th March, 1953.                                                
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F٢٦E The Chiefs of Staff recommended to the government: “to give an assurance that Israel will be given 

as much information on the progress of our defence planning as the other Middle East States.”  

(PRO), Prem 11/489 : D(53)21, 26th March, 1953.                                                                                   
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F٢٧E  Stock,   Israel on the Road to Sinai, 50.  
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F٢٨E(PRO), Prem 11/489 : C.(53)288 ; Draft dispatch of instructions to H.M.  Ambassador at Washington 

regarding the discussion with the United State Government about “ Israel and Middle East defence, ” 

7th August, 1953.  
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F٣٠E(PRO), Prem 11/489 : D. Ben Gurion’s reply to Eden, 28th November, 1951.א

٢٨١٩٥١K    
F٣١E(PRO), Prem 11/489 : D(53)21, 26th March, 1953.אא٢٦
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F٣٣EThe chiefs of Staff emphasized in that memorandum that: “Arab goodwill is essential to the success of 

our plans and is more important than that of Israel. Co-operation with Israel must be subordinated to our 
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plans for the defence of the area as a whole, and must be within the limitations imposed by the need to 

avoid antagonizing the Arabs.” (PRO), Prem. 11/489 : D(53)21, 26th March, 1953.                                     
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F٣٦EPRO), Prem. 11/489 : C.(53)228 ; “ Israel and Middle East Defence: Discussion  with  the Americans”;  

 Memorandum by  the Lord President of the Council ,7th August, 1953. 
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F٣٨E (PRO), Prem. 11/489 : P.M./51/153; A. Eden’s brief to W.Churchill, 22nd December 1951.  
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F٤٠E(PRO), CAB 129/65: C.(54)6; “Middle East Policy,”  Memorandum  by the Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs , 7th January, 1954.                                                                                                           
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 F٤١ESir A. Eden expressed his views to the Cabhinet:  Our present plans, which involve primarily the co-
operation of Iraq, Jordan and Libya, are based on      the assumption that we shall reach an agreement 
with Egypt. If we get no agreement and are forced to redeploy in the circumstances of (b) our 
position with those States will be much weaker. It is for consideration, therefore, whether we should  
not reverse or modify our policy of basing our defence plans on Arab alliances and instead seek to 
develop co-operation with Israel and Turkey. Both are more stable, militarily more efficient and have 
expressed readiness to co-operate in the defence of the area. Turkish co-operation would 
becompatible with furter attempts at working with the Arabs. …… The disadvantages of a policy of  
concentrating our resources on Israel would be:                                                                                        
I - it would not serve the purpose in war of holding the North- East frontier of Iraq; 
II - it would alienate the Arab States, from whom we shall continue to want facilities and co-

operation; this would be detrimental to our interests in those States, including oil, and would 
increase the danger of their taking up a neutralist position. 

III - it would do little to assist us towards the fulfilment of our commitments in peace. 
IV - it is very unlikely that Israel forces could be used in the Arab countries even in the face of a 

Soviet attack. 
For these reasons we must, I think, abandon any idea of basing our Middle East defence policy 

wholly or mainly on co-operation with Israel. ... Obtaining facilities in Turkey is compatible with 
further attempts to co-operate with the Arab countries other than Egypt; in negotiating with Iraq, for 
example our hand would be strengthened if we could conclude arrangements with Turkey for the use  
of facilities at Mardin. We should therefore try to do this.Basing our defence arrangements on Israel 
would be incompatible with further attempts at Arab co-operation”.                                                       

(PRO), CAB 129/65: C.(54) 6; “Middle East Policy”, Memorandum by the Secretary of State for 
Foreign Affairs , 7th January, 1954.                                                                                                           
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F٤٢E Kyle, K, Suez, 299. 
F٤٣EHugh Thomas, The Suez  Affairs (London:  Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1967), 12.  
. 
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 F٤٤EDecember, 1951.(PRO), Prem 11/489: Sir W. Churchill personal minute, 27thא
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F٤٥EThis brief for Sir W. Churchill suggested that: “You    may  wish to discuss whether this would still 

hold good in the event of a final breakdown in our negotiations with Egypt. If this occurred, we 
should, I suggest, have to consider the advisability of basing our Middle East strategy primarily on 
co-operation with Israel. It would be difficult, though I think not impossible, at the same time to 
retain the friendship of Iraq and Jordan, provided that we could assure them against Israeli 
aggression”. (PRO), Prem 11/489 : NCDB/PM/15, Sir W. Churchill’s comments on the Chiefs of 

Staff Memorandum (D)35) 21 ) about “Israel and Middle East defence ...”, 28th April, 1953.               
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F٤٦E Shuckburgh, Descent to Suez , 29.  
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F٤٧EShuckburgh,   Descent to Suez , 127. 

 F٤٨EThis brief for W. Churchill disagree with the Chiefs of Staff conclusions: “The Chiefs of Staff wish 
Israel to make her major fighting contribution in the air, for the reasons given in paragraph 4 of the 
memorandum, whereas the Israelis were insistent, during the exploratory talks, that they should 
develop a balanced force. The reason for their attitude is obvious; they naturally wish to have 
sufficient land forces to be able to withstand attack by their Arab neighbours. I think we must 
recognise this and, while urging the Israelis to develop their air force agree to assist them in 
equipping sufficient land forces for the protection of their own frontiers”. (PRO), Prem. 11/489 : 
NCDB/PM/15, 28th April, 1953.                                                                                                                
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F٤٩EIn that meeting the following points had been raised: “The internal economy of  Israel was unsound 

and any outside support that could be given to enable her to build up her forces would be of 
advantage.The discussion which our Military Mission had already held with the Israelis had gone as 
far as they could be taken until we had secured American support for our policy, since we should 
have to look to the Americans to provide Israel with the arms and equipment she would require. It 
was generally agreed that our aim should be to strengthen the armed forces of Israel generally. But 
without undue emphasis on her contribution in the air, and that we should continue negotiations to 
this end. We should inform the United States Government of the policy we were adopting with the 
object of obtaining their support.” And the committee conclusions were:  “Agreed that our aim 
should be to help Israel build up her armed strength, not only for her own defence, but also as a 
contribution to a settled situation in the Middle East. Invited the Minister of  State, in consultation 
with the Minister of Defence, to arrange for this policy to be explained to the United States 
Government and to seek their support in  providing the arms and equipment that Israel would 
require”. (PRO), Prem. 11/489 : D(53) 8th Meeting. Minute 3; “Israel and Middle East defence,”  
6th May , 1953.                                                                                                                                    
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F٥٠EIn that memorandum, the Lord President expressed his doubts  about the:“wisdom of making such an 

approach to the United States Government at the present time. If any of the Arab States should learn 
that we contemplated building up Israel’s armed strength, this could not fail to prejudice our current 
negotiation with Egypt and might lose us the good will of the Arab States. We ourselves were not in 
a position to offer the financial and economic aid which Israel would need if she were to play the part 
designed for her in Middle East defence, and it was doubtful whether the Americans could be 
persuaded to accept fresh commitments in this area. In any event the facilities we should need in 
Israel could not be finally determined until the outcome of the Anglo-Egyptian negotiations was 
known. In these circumstances he wondered whether it would not be wiser to hold up the suggested 
approach to the United States Government until further progress had been made with the defence 
negotiations with Egypt.,” (PRO), Prem 11/489 : C.C. (53) 48th conclusions, Minute 5. “Israel”, 10th 
August, 1953.                                                                                                                                             
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F٥١EThe Chancellor of the Exchequer emphasized: “the importance of avoiding any Exchequer   
commitment for economic or financial aid to Israel. He wished therefore to reserve his position on 
the form of the approach eventually made to the United States Government on this matter” (PRO), 
Prem 11/489 : C.C. (53) 48th conclusions, Minute 5,10th August, 1953.                                                   
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 F٥٢EThe Cabinet concluded that: “the suggested approach to the United States Government on the role of   

Israel in Middle East defence should be deferred until further progress had been made in the defence 

negotiations with Egypt,” (PRO), Prem 11/489 : C.C. (53) 48th conclusions, Minute 5,10th August, 1953. 
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Abstract.  The cold war alliances in the Middle East were viewed and used by  British Governments since 
the late 1940s, as one of the major methods to retain British military presence in this region. Relying on 
British official documents, this study is an attempt to examine the importance of Israel and its military role in 
British defense strategy for the Middle East, 1951-1954. The main aims of this study will be to unveil the 
nature of those British plans, the scope of the Israeli participation and the different views of the British 
ministries towards these plans. 

This study however, reveals the following facts: The existence of actual British plans to cooperate 
militariy with Israel and rely on her as a major ally in place of  the Arab states in the Middle East alliances. In 
addition, some influential British leaders called for a real British role in building and strengthening the Israeli 
armed forces. This study also shows the sharp differences between the major British Ministries and officials 
regarding the position of Israel and its military significance in these plans. 

It is thus clear that the British governments were unable to meet the military and economic 
commitments of their Middle East defense plans without American support. Although a British – Israeli  
military alliance was not established at this  time, these plans paved the way to British collusion with Israel 
during the Suez War in 1956, at that time Sir Anthony Eden, then British Prime Minister, changed his stand 
to become a staunch supporter of the idea of British cooperation with Israel against Egypt and the Arabs.

 


